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Meridional and east-west scan 6300 A, night airglow photometers are being extens¡vely

used at the low latitude station Cachoeira Paulosta (23oS 45oW, dip latitude 14o),
Brazil, for investigation of transæquatorial ionospheric plasma bubble dynamics. The

zonal velocities of üe flux tube aligned plasma bubbles can be determined, in a

straightforward way, from the east-west displacement of the airglow intensity valleys

obse-rved by the east-west scan photometer. On the other hand, the determination of the
other velocity component of the plasma bubble motion (namely, vertical motion in the
equatorial plane) has to be based on the meridional propagation of the airglow valleys

observed by the meridional scan photometer. Such determinations of the bubbles'
vertical rise velocity should, however, involve considerations on different bubble
parameters such as, for exemple, the phase of the bubble event (whether growth, m?.ture

br decay phaæ), the limited east-west extension, and the often obserued westward tilt of
úre bub-ble, ln this brief report there were considered in some detail, possible influences
of these different factors on the interpretation of low latitude scanning photometer data

to ínfer transrquatorial plasma bubble dynamics.

Medidas de varredura da luminescência do ocígênio atômico (). : 6300 .Â') no período

notumo, nos planos verticais Leste0este e NorteSul (magnéticos), em Cachoeira Paulista
(23oS 45oW, inclinação 14o), Brasil, tem sido utilizadas em grande escala noestudodas
cfiamadas bolhas ionosféricas. Tais bolhas são zonas de depleção de eletron e íons e

extendem-se por milhares de quilômetros ao longo das linhas de força do campo magné-

tico terrestre e transversalmente, por cerca de algumas dezenas ou centenas de quilôme-

tros. As velocidades dessas bolhas, no sentido leste-oeste, são facilmente determinadas
pelas medidas fotométricas, Por outro lado, velocidade vertical de propagação pode ser

äeterminada pela sua projeção no plano vertical meridional, Contudo a determinação da

componente vertical envolve consideração de diversos parâmetros, tais como a fase da

bolha (seia de crescimento, desenvolvida ou de decaimento), a limitada extensão leste-

-oeste e a freqüentemente observada inclinação da bolha para oeste. Neste trabalhocon'
siderou-se possfveis influências destes díferentes fatores na interpretação de dados foto-
métricas de baixa latitude, para inferir sobre a dinâmica da bolha de plasma.

Regular measurements of ionosphere dynamics by

north-south and east-west scanning 6300 Å airglow
photometers are being carried out over the low latitude
station Cachoeira Paulista (23oS, 45oW. dip lat. 14oS),

in Brazil. These measurements have detected propagating

valleys in the airglow intensity profiles in the meridional
as well as in the east-west directions, occurring mostly
from post-sunset to pre+nidnight hours, and in the

equinoctial and summer months (Sobra) at al., 1980a,
1980b, 1981), From comparison of the velocities of these

propagating distu rbances with those of the equatorial
ionosphere plasma bubble, as measured from vhf radars

and satellite instruments (Woodman & La Hoz, 1976;

McClure et al ,, 1977; Tsunoda, 1981) and from their
occurrences in close association wíth those of the ranç

type spread F traces in the ionograms over Cachoeira

Par¡lista (Sobral et al., 1980b), we have inferred that
these airglow disturbances are, in fact, manifestations of
the plasma bubble dynamics in the equatorial ionosphere.

Different experimental studies hare shown that the plasma

bubbles and the associated irregularities occur highly field
aligned along magnetíc flux tubes (Aarons et al., 1980;

Weber at al,, 1978; 1980; McClure et al., 1977; Dyson &
Benson, 1978; Tsunoda. 1980) extending several degrees

into the low latitude ionosphere on either side of the

magnetic equator, and drifts çnerally eastward in the

corotating frame, and upward, with typical velocities of the

order of 100 m s- I and 200 m s-r, respectively, with large

variations in these values (see also the other references

cited above). Different results are consistent with the

interpretation of the plasma bubble irregularities being

çnerated simultaneously within magnetic flux tubes,
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through the Rayleigh-Taylor mechanism under collisional
regime, and also by ExB drift instabil¡ty mechanism, that
operate at the steep electron density gradient region of the
bottomside F-region during the post sunset hours, in the
presence of naturally occuring ionization perturbat¡ons in
the equatorial íonosphere (Haerendel, 1g73; Anderson &
Haerendel, 1979; Ossakow et al., 1979; Balsley elal,,1g72l,
As the field aligned plasma bubble and æsociated
irregularities rise upward ín the equatorial ionosphere, the
low latitude extremit¡es of the plasma bubble should
propagate away from the equator such that the upper
heíght limit of the bubble would also define the latitudinal
extent of the bubble. Consistent with this picture, we have
interpreted the poleward propagating airglow intensity
valleys (or depletions) observed in our merídional scanning
photometer data over Cachoeira Paulista as being produced
by vertical rise of field aligned plasma depletions in the
equatorial ionisphere. The velocitíes observed in the airglow
data were compatible with those of the plasma bubble
measured by vhf radars and satellítes when projected along
the field lines. The east-west velocities of the valleys. on
the other hand, were found to be directly comparable
with the velocities of the bubble measured by the other
techníques. Though our oríginal interpretation of the
meridional scanning data was found to agree with the gross
behavíour of the plasma bubble, some detailed features of
the meridional propagating disturbances do not seem to fit
in with a simple picture of a vertically oriented plasma
bubble rising vertically upward in the equatorial ionosphere.
Detaíled two dimensional shape of the plasma bubbles
tranverse to the magnetic field has been presented recently
by Tsunoda et al. (1982). These authors have shown, based
on comparative study of east-west spatial relationship of
ion density depletions measured in situ by the Atmospheric
Explorer (AE-E) satellite and backscatter plumes measured
by the ALTAIR radar, that plasma bubbles are vertically
elongated depletions that extend upward from the
bottomside of the F-layer in the form of wedçs, having
well-defined "head" and "neck" regions. They develop
from bottomside altitude modulation region (Tsunoda and
White, 1981) with the head region tilted somewhat
westward of the vertical, consistent with the westward
drift (ín the ambient plasma) of the plasma bubbles observed
from AE-C satellíte measurement by McClure et al. (1977).
The westward t¡lt of the elongated 6300 ,4. airglow
depletions patches observed over low latitude by Weber et
al. (1980), in fact, represents as they have interpreted, field
line projectíon of such plasma bubble structures. lt might
be thought that the east-west drift of such tilted airglow
patchesr could cause an apparent north-south component
in the velocities determined from meridional scanning
photometer data. Another consequence of the westward
tilt could be in the durations for which a given aírglow
valley is tracked in the meridional scanning photometer.
The purpose of this note is to present a bríef discussion
about the influence of these and other factors on the
interpretation of scanning photometer data, especially

meridional scan data, with respect to the velocities and
duration of the airglow valleys.

The westward tilt discussed above is highly variable.
Satellite results of McClure et al. (1077) have indicated
tilts of 10o to 40o, whereas the radar plume structures
presented by Tsunoda (1981) show tilts varying from
zero up to about 45o. Further cross sectional views of
the bubble tilt have been presented by Tsunoda et al,
(1982). Considering that these tilts are measured in the
equatorial plane, the displacements west of north in the
airglow patches photographed by Weber et al. (1978,
1980) are significantly smaller, from zero up to about
20o, which is understandable on the basis of the field
line projection of the plasma bubble (see also Mendillo
and Baumgardner, 1982). Some possible causes of the
westward tilt of the plasma bubble have been discussed
by Tsunoda (1981) (see also Weber, et al., 1980), and
here we do not intend to discuss them fufther. We will
consider here different degrees of tilts, and east-west
and vertical velocities and dimension for the plasma
bubble and examine their consequences on the observable
durations of the airglow valleys in the scanning plane, and
on the velocities of these valleys deduced from scanning
data.

BUBBLE SIGNATURES IN THE MERIDIONAL
SCANNING DATA

FiS. 1 presents some idealized cases of possible
plasma bubble orientation in the equatorial plane (upper
section). Straight lines are used in Fígure 1 to represent the
bubble axis. lonization contours of the bubble, ín cross
section perpendicular to the magnetic field, as obtained
from numerical simulation (Ossakow et al.. 1g7g), show
the region of maximum depletion developing almost like a

column with a certain degree of recovery to the ambient
values that is abrupt at the top, and rather gradual in the
lower part. This latter feature is not apparent in the two
dimensional bubble shape produced by Tsunoda et al.
(1982). For simplicity of the treatment to follow we have
represented the bubble axis by straight lines although they
should present a certain degree of curvature towards left.
The vertical dimension varies from - 100km to - 4O0km
according to the plume maps presented by Tsunoda et al.
(1982). Depending upon the development phase of the
bubble, a certain portion of the straight lines up to a

maxímum of the order of 200km from the upper end to
downward could be considered to represent the position
of the head regíon, or of maximum depletion, along the
bubble axis. The east-west dimension of the plasma bubble
could be taken to be of the order of 100km, from Tsunoda
et al. (1982). The dístances along the x and y axes are in
correct proportion.
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Figure 1 (a1) Plasma bubble orientations in the equatorial plane
(represented by the bubble axis of simmetry in this
plane) shown for different t¡mes, at intervals of 10

minutes, starting from the onset (t :0),theseparation
of the lines being representative of an eastward veloc¡ty
vx:1OOrn r-t. The horizontal scale is marked at
100km. The bubble ares are shown with a tilt angle,

01, of 45o assumed fixed with time. The solid lines
represent bubble axes orientations when the vertical
rise velocity vt is equal to the eastward velocity v" of
the hrbble. The extensions of these lines by dashes

represented the case of v, :2 v".
(a2) Projection along the magnetic field lines, onto
the low latitude ionosphere at 250km, of the bubble
axis. The latitude of the scanning photometer location
is marked by the horizontal line at 1400km from the
equator. The meridional scanning ranç extends from
600km to 22OOkm from the equator shown along
the y axis.
(br)Same as {a1) but Íor 0r:29o.
(b2) Projection of the bubble axes as in (a2).

ln part (ar) and (br) of Fig. 1 we have assumed that
the tilt angle,01, (namely the angle that the bubble axis

makes with vertical) is unchanging with time, which seems

to be close to the observations of Tsunoda (1981) during

the development phase of a bubble. ln the part (ar ) of the
figure we have considered a probable extreme case of
01 : {$o and the or¡entation of the bubble at its initial
stage of development is shown by the line marked t : 0,

having a length of about 7Okm and located at the reference

longitude (say the longitude of the scanning measurement)
indicated by the arrows. Vertical rise velocity (vy) and
eastward velocity (vx), both being taken for the sake of
convenience as 100 m s-r (v¡/vy = 1), are represented by

the solid lines, and the bubble head for this case moves

strictly vertically upward, namely rema¡ns overhead at the
longitude of the bubble onset. The extensions of the solid
lines by the broken lines represent the case of v¡lvy = 0.5,
namely, vy = 200 m s-1, a typical case representative of an

average situation as per published works (see for example

Tsunoda, 1981). For this case we could obserue that the
bubble head moves westward of the stations as it rises up,
whích perhaps represents a rare situation.

Projection of the bubble axis (for the case (ar )) along

the magnetic field line, onto the low latitude FJayer at a

height of 250km is shown in part (az) of the fígurc in
which the horizontal ranç of 600km to 2200km (from the
equator) represents the photometer scanning ranç. Also
marked ís the latitude of the photometer location, 1400km
form the equator. The slant lines here reprcsent the
directions of orientation of the airglow depletion patches,

drawn as field line projection, onto an altitude level of
250km, of the plasma bubble axis shown in the upper part

of the figure. These slant lines, in practice, will not be

straight, but would present a certain degree of curvaturc
due to the horizontal stratification of the ionosphere as

well as the westward curyature in the equatorial plane

mentioned before. The airglow intensity along the depeltion
patches represented by these lines would depend upon the

local electron density and height of the ionosphere. ln
general, the region of lowest intensity (corresponding to
the maximum depletion of the bubble), trat give rise to
valleys in the north+outh airglow profile,would be expected

to be confíned toward the poleward ends of these lines.

The parts (br) and (bz) of Fig. 1 represent the bubble

evolution for a different tilt angle, namely,01 = !Qo.76"
solid lines correspond to v¡/vy : 'l , while the extensions

of these by the broken lines' represent the case of
v¡/vy :0.5, the separation of the lines being ilustrative of
vx : 100m s: I as in the part (ar) of the figurc. For this

case the bubble head moves eastward of the station, since

v¡/vy ) tan 01, whereas in the part (ar ) the movement
(represented by the broken lines) was westward, since

v¡lvy ( tan á1.

DURATION OF THE AIRGLOW VALLEYS
IN THE MERIDIONAL SCAN DATA

Vertical growth and east-west drift of the plasma

bubble, as depicted in Fig. 1, would cause propagation

of airglow depletion valleys in the meridíonal scan

photometer data. We will consider first the duration for
which an airglow valley produced by a given plasma bubble

that develops in the same meridional plane as that of the

airglow measurcment would be tracked in the scanning

data (this meridian is indicated by the arrows in Fig' 1).
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lf the bubble axis is vertically upward in the equatorial
plane, its projection orer the low latitude ionosphere
wíll be strictly aligned along the magnetic meridian and,
therefore, the maximum duration (r ) for which thiscould
be tracked in the meridional scan photometer would be
, : w/vy, where w is the east-west dimension of the plasma
bubble. For a typical value of w: 150km and v¡:
100 m s-r, r = 1500 sec. ln the long seriesof meridíonal
scan data now available over Cachoeira paulista, r¡ræ have
come across widely varying values for ¡. The events shown
in Fig. 2a have durations (of the order of 30-35 minutes)
compatible with w and v¡ mentioned above. Events having
smaller duration than these could possibly, not necessarily
correctly, be explained by smaller w and/or higher v¡.
However, there are frequent cases of large r ,s that cannot
simply be explained by reasonable values of w and v¡. For
example, in the case of the event shown in Fig. 2b, that has
r =75 min, the bubble dimension should be -450km if we
assume a typícal eastward velocity of ,l00 

m s-1. There are
other examples when simultaneous eastward velocities were
also measured. The east-west bubble dimensions for many
such cases when calculated as r - wlvy also come out to
be high (-400km or more) (Nakamura et al., 1984, present
a typical example of such a "long" duration event). Such
large east-west dimension for an individual bubble seems
to be unacceptable on the basis of satellite and radar
measurements of the cross section (Tsunoda, l9B1; Tsu-
noda et al., 1982; McClure et al., 1977), This difficulty
can be overcome if we include the tilt angle 01 in the
determination of the r . Based on straightforward geome-
trical considerations from the Fig. l,wecanshowthatr is

in fact given by

1b), while for 0 >
duration is due to the bubble 'tead" moving to westward
of the station (as *rown in Fig. 1a), Thus, from a
knowledç of the velocitíes and east-west dimensíon of a
bubble that could be obtained from the meridional and
east-west scanning measurBments over low latitude, it
seems to be pocsible to estímate the tilt angle of the plasma
bubHe in the equatorial flane. Forexample,vræ have estimated
wíth the help of Fig. 3a that the event presented by
Nakamura et al. (1984) in theír Fig. l could ha¡e been
produced by a plasma bubble having its axis tílted westward
by -2Oo ín the equatorial plane.
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(+ and - signs correspondto the(and)signs, respectívely).
A plot of the î , normalized to w/v¡, against v¡lvy is

presented in Fig. 3a for different values of the tilt angle,
namely, for r t:50 up to 01 :45o, The solid curves
represent r I (wlvxl for 01 ( tan-r (v"/vy) and the dashed
curves shown. for clarity of the figure, only for 01 values of
45o and 50. represent cases of 01 ) tan-l (v¡lvy). When
gt : tun- 1 (v"/vy) r becomes infinite, and the plasma

bubble projectíon over low latitude, namely that of the
"head" of the bubble, would remain always in the meri-
dional scanning plane and could be tracked until the bubble
rises to an altitude over the equator that is tracked to a

latitude outside the scanning ranç. On eíther side of the
infinity r decreases steadily, towards r : wlvy for higher
v¡/vy values and towards r :2 w/v¡ for lower values of
vy/vy, â behaviour clearly noticeable in the case of the
curves shown for r t : 50. For 91 ( tan- 1 (vrlvr) the
duration decreases due to the bubble "head" moving
outside the scanning plane to eastward (as shown in Fig.

(o ) cacHoErRA PAULTsTA
(b)

Figuro 2 - (al An example of a meridional scan æOO Ä, airglow
intenslty profiles showing an airglow valley predomi-
nantly on the sourthern portion (upper part) and
another predominantly on the northern portion
(lower partl of the scanning range. They correspond
to the circumstances described ¡n the text. The
intensity scales are arb¡trary. These two events are
representative of medium duration events for which
exper¡mentally observed average values of w and v"
would seem to apply. Local t¡mes are marked on the
inænsity profile as well as on the corresponding base
line.
(b) A long duration event that also shown presence
of an airglow valley predominantly on the sourthern
portion of the scanning range. The right end of the
meridional profiles (marked 75oN) is the northern
limit and the left end (marked 75oSl is the southern
limit of the scannings.
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possible that the valley cou¡d be seen ma¡nly ín the northern
portíon of the scanning ranç. The second event in the
Fig.2a could be representative of sucfr a case.

BUBBLE RISE VELOCITY DETERMINED FROITI

ÍTIERIDIONAL VELOCITY OF AIRGLOW VALLEY

The vertical ríse velocity of the plasma bubble in the
equatorial plane is related to the meridional velocity of the
airglow valley over Cachoeira Paulista, the latter being

higher by a factor of approximately 2,5, as shown by
Nakamura (1981) from a detailed numerical simulation
of thos problem based on plasma bubble çneration by
Rayleigh-Taylor instability mechanism. The above

relatíonship of the velocities was obtained assuming that

the events that showed systematic poleward propagat¡on of
the airglow valleys, in fact, represented the growth phæe

of a plasma bubble event that had its onset on or close to

the longitude of the scanning obæruation. Depending upon

the bubble development phase and separation of the

longitudes of the bubble development and scanning

measurements, one could expect results that are different

and often difficult to interpreted punely as arising due to

vertical rise velocity of the plasma bubble in the equatorial

ionosphere. Some specific posibilities are considered

below.

a. Obseryations on, or vræstwad of, the meridian of

bubble onset
(al Curves of r/ (w/vr)versus v"/vu as per the Equation
1 in the text, plotted lor 01:5d up to 45o in steps

of 50. The solid curuas repr€son$ the case of + sign

and the dotted curves represent the case of - sign
(corresponding to the cases ol 0¡ ltan-1 (v"/vy) and

01 )tan-1 (v¡/vy), respectlvely) of the Equatiori 1.

{b) Plots of v'ylv¡ versus v¡/vu for different values of
0t according tó the expression v', :vr/tan 01 discussed

in the text.
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Figurs 3 -

For scanning measurements on longitudes westward

of the bubble çneration (assuming that the horizontal drift
of the plasma bubble is always eastward), the detection

of the airglow valleys would be restricted to unique

combination of 01, v¡ and vy' For example, when

01 ) tan-1 (v*/vy) and v¡/vy ( 1 (see Fí9. la) airglow

valleys could be observed in the meridional scan measure-

ments on longitude westward of that of the bubble onset,

but they are most likely to go undetected in equatorward

directions within the scanning range, One possible example

of the detection of such a behaviour, namely, observation

of the valley in the poleward portion of the scanning range,

is present in the event show in Fig.2b' The first event in

Fig. 2a also presents a possible exemple of this case.

When the bubble generation occuns on or westward

of the longitude of the scanning measur€ments, airglow

valleys should, in çneral, be always detectable in the

scanning measurements. However, for some typical values

of 01 (namely,0 < tan- 1 (v¡lvy)) when v¡lvy ( 1 it is

01 ) tan-1 v¡/vy (bubble head movingwestward): lf
the airglow valley propagatestothe southern limit (poleward

end) of the scanning ranç within a time less than or equal

to r, (namely, when the bubbles rise rather rapidly), then

the velocity relationship (namely, the vertical bubble

velocity being approximately 2.5 times less than the meri'

dional airglow depletion velocity) discussed above is valid'

lf on the other hand this propagation time is more than r,
then for the time interval that exceeds r , the photometer

scanning will not be passing through the "head" of the

bubble, but, instead, will include regions of relatively

smaller depletion along the bubble axis, thereby causing a

discontinuity in the displacement with time of the airglow

valleys in the scanning data. This effect could easily be

visualized with the help of Figure 1a. Afterthe discontinuity

occurs, the valley will be weaker and might be propagating

with relatively different velocities, and as such this part

of the data will not yield reliable results for the bubble rise

velocity as will be shown presently.

For 01( tan-r v¡/vy (bubble head moving eastward),

scanning observation on meridian westward of that of the

bubble onset will not detect any effect.

b. Obseruæion eastwa¡d of the meridian of the bubble

onset

9.5'
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This corresponds to relatively later phæes of a bubble
life time and the photometer míght be scanning ¡n¡tially
through mostly weaker depletion regions. When 01 ) tan-1
(v¡lvy) the velocity measured as meridional would, in fact,
always be an apparent velocity produced by the eastward

propagation of the slant bubble axis (see Fig. 1a). The
vertical apparent velocity (v'y) deduced from this will be

related to the eastward velocity by v'y : v¡ltan 01. Plots
of v'y against v¡, normalized to vy, are presented in Fig.3b
for different values of 0t (for small 01, v'y could become
very high even for small eastward velocity of the airglow
patches). This situation, though possible to occur, does not
seem to be present in the scanning signatures that we have

analysed so far, for the following reasons: The photometer,
duríng its scan in the northern part of the scanning range,

should be seeing depletion corresponding to regions closer
to the "foot" of the plasma bubble and, therefore, should
detect weaker airglow valleys than from the southern part
of the scan where it should detect airglow depletion
correspondíng to the part of the bubble relatively closer to
the head of the bubble. Therefore the depth of a valley
might increase from north towards south in the scanning
range. Results of statistical analysis of a large number of
events by Nakamura (1981) showed that the amplitude of
the valley varied in exactly opposite ænse within the
scanning range,

When 0t ( tan-1 (v¡/vy) (see Fig. 1b) the photometer
scan would first intercept relatively weaker depletion
regions corresponding to the part of the bubble axis closer
to the "foot" of the bubble. However, with passage of tíme
deeper depletion or valley corresponding to regions closer
to the bubble "head" would be encountered towards the
southern part of the scanning range. The southward
propagation of the airglow valley from then onward will
permit valid determination of the vertical bubble ríse

velocity in the equatorial ionosphere.

CONCLUSIONS

There were considered here different aspects of plasma

bubble dynamics in the equatorial ionosphere that leave

characteristíc sígnatures in a meridional scanning photometer
operated over low latitude. For the bubble axis orientatíon
in the equatorial plane and their vertical and horizontal

PhotomeÞr Signaturcs of Plas¡na Bubúas
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there would be significant variations in the tilt angle of
lindividual bubble during its life time, this could certainly
complicate our interpretation of the scanning data. The
most important conclusions from the presents analys¡s are

the following. Rise velocíties of the plasma bubble in the
equatorial íonosphere could be determined from meridional
velocities of the airglow depletion valleys measurcd by
scanning photometers over low latitude when such

measurements corresponds to development phæe of a

bubble event, Such estimations of the rise velocities are

easily possible when the bubble onset occurs on or near the
magnetic meridían of the scanning measurements. The
duration for which an airglow depletion valley is observed
in the meridional scanning plane could vary significantly
depending upon the rise velocity, eastward drift and tilt
angle of the plasma bubble. Most of the velocity determi-
nat¡ons based on the systematic southward displacement
of the airglow valley we have carried out so far (Sobral

et al., 1980a, 1980b, 1981; Nakamura et al., 1984;Sahai
et al., 1983) seem to conform to these conditions. Since
the east-west velocities of airglow valleys obtained from
the east-west scan photometer is directly related to the
plasma bubble zonal velocities in the equatorial plane and
hence their interpretation is rather straightforward, we
have not discussed them here in detail. However, it is

worthwhile to point out that since the magnetic flux tube
aligment characteristics of plasma would permit relating
the plasma bubble zonal velocities at the equatoríal apex
height of the magnetic field line to that measured at the
"foot" of the field line over low latitude, simultaneous
scanning measurements of East-West velocities of airglow
valleys at latitudínally separated stations could enable
determination of F-region bulk plasma velocity shears in
the equatorial ionisphere (Tsunoda et al,, 1981; Kudeki
et al., 1981, Abdu et al., 1985).
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